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Advertising discourages people from being different individuals by making us all want to 

do the same and look the same. To what extent do you agree or disagree? 

 

 

Some people believe that advertising lead makes us to look like each other in appearance as well 

as in the way of thinking and doing things. I, personally, agree with this point of view. The reasons 

are presented below. Watch Simon’s videos specially the one about how to write an introduction. 

It seems to me that you do not know well about essay and paragraph structure. Watch Simon. 

Every paragraph needs to start with a topic sentence which summarizes the whole paragraph. The 

first reason that I want to mention is the increasing amount of advertising these days. We are 

literally surrounded by with advertisements which broadcast particular life style. We see them on 

billboards in highways, on buses in roadsstreets, on T.V programs and even on social media. 

Therefore we are all of which influenced by themus unconsciouslyindirectly. In my experience, I 

probably wouldn’t buy many things, if I haven’t hadn’t seen the advertisement of them on the 

Instagram- the social media that I scroll routinely. 

Another factor that we should consider is that many of us are the followers of celebrities and 

famous people who are paid to advertise some goods and styles. This certainly contributes 

encourages us to behave and wear clothes like them. So it gradually becomes a trend which many 

people follow it. For instance, many young people smoke because their favorite actor or singer 

smoke. 

The third and very important reason is the community and the culture. Some communities like 

ours not only don’t do not encourage the diversity, but also prevent the ones from being different. 

These kind of cultures value the unitedness uniformity and being the same. As a result, we have 

some people who are influenced by the advertisements and some others specially teenagers who 

follow trends because of the pressure of peer-groups. Remember that your main reason should be 

expressed by a major sentence and then a couple of sentences should support your reason and those 

2 sentences should be meaningful and clearly related to the reason. This paragraph does not do so. 

From what has been discussed above, we may conclude that this amount of advertising, incentive 

motivates people to act and think like each other. 

 

Weak grammar 

Commented [M1]: When you add 2 things the things 

should be parallel in their grammar. 

Makes us look alike and behave in similar ways. 

Commented [M2]: This way of expressing reason is not 

score winning. It is simple in voc and grammar. Read 

samples from my site and Simon to learn how to. 

Commented [M3]: Sentences and ideas should be 

meaningfully related. Here sentences are not so coherent. 

Commented [M4]: Not clear and week for expressing a 

main reason. 

Commented [M5]: Which??? 

individuals  

Commented [M6]: This meaning is confusing. 

Commented [M7]: This is not a verb. It is a noun 
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Weak reasoning and developing a reason to a paragraph 

Weak coherence in paragraph 

 


